
Cold Weather Illness 
Recognition, Management, and Prevention of Cold Exposure 

Significance: Although excessive and prolonged exposure to cold may be an infrequent problem in 

high school athletics, the prevention, recognition and management of cold-related conditions are still 

an important consideration for coaches, administrators and athletic trainers. 

There are two cold-related pathologies that coaches, administrators and athletes should be aware of: 

hypothermia and frostbite. 

1. Hypothermia is defined as a decrease in the core body temperature to at least 95 degrees F. It 

occurs when the heat loss is greater than the metabolic and heat production. Hypothermia can be 

categorized in three stages: mild, moderate and severe, based on core body temperature. 

2. Frostbite is a thermal injury to the skin, which can result from prolonged exposure to moderate 

cold or brief exposure to extreme cold. The body areas most prone to frostbite are the hands, 

feet, nose, ears and cheeks. Frostbite can be classified into three basic categories: frostnip, 

superficial frostbite and deep frostbite. 

There are several factors influencing one's susceptibility or risk of cold related injury or illness. These 

factors can be additive. Thus, it is essential to appreciate each of these factors, along with the 

associated signs and symptoms of hypothermia and frostbite. For example, exposure to 30 degrees - 

50 degrees temperature under wet and windy conditions can be equivalent to sub-zero temperatures 

with no wind or moisture (see the Wind Chill Index chart at the bottom of this page). 

Risk Factors 
 Low air temperature - When cold exposure exceeds or overwhelms the body's ability to 

compensate for heat loss due to the external environment. 

 Wind chill - Figure 1 provides a wind-chill index chart that identifies the risks associated with the 

interaction of the wind speed and air temperatures. 

 Moisture - Wet skin freezes at a higher temperature than dry skin. 

 Exposed skin - Heat loss occurs primarily through convection and radiation to the external 

environment, but may also include evaporation if the skin is moist. This is a concern for those 

exercising and sweating in cold environments. 

 Insulation - The amount of insulation from cold and moisture significantly affects 

thermoregulation. 

 Dehydration - Negatively influences metabolism and thermoregulation. 

 Alcohol - Increases peripheral blood flow and heat loss; can also disrupt the shivering 

mechanism. 

 Caffeine - Acts as a diuretic, causing water loss and dehydration 

 Tobacco - Acts as a vasoconstrictor; increasing the risk of frostbite. 

Coaches, athletes, officials and administrators should also be aware of the continuum of signs and 

symptoms associated with various classifications of cold-related pathologies: (Curtis, R. Outdoor 

Action Guide to Hypothermia and Cold Weather Injuries. Outdoor Action Program, Princeton 

University. www.princeton.edu/~oa/safety/hypocold.html, last updated 1995.) 

 
Management of Hypothermia 
Overview: 

 Remove athlete from cold environment. 

 Remove wet clothing and replace with dry clothing and/or blankets. 

 Refer all moderate cases to the emergency room once safe to transport. 

 Treat severe hypothermia as a medical emergency! Wrap the athlete in an insulated blanket and 

see emergency medical care immediately. 



Details: The following describes the management regimes for hypothermia relative to severity. 

 Mild hypothermia - Seek dry shelter; replace wet clothing, insulate whole body and head, avoid 

sweating, use external warmth (bath, fire) only if core above 95 degrees F, give warm sweet 

drinks and food. 

 Moderate hypothermia - Avoid exercise and external warmth, gently rest, give warm sweet 

drinks and calories, internal warming via warm moist air, monitor pulse and breathing. 

 Severe hypothermia - Medical emergency, give nothing by mouth, wrap in an insulated 

blanket, avoid rapid rewarming, transfer to hospital immediately. 

 
Management of Frostbite 
It is very important to note that refreezing newly thawed frostbitten tissue can cause extensive tissue 

damage. If it is not absolutely certain that the tissue will stay warm after rewarming, do not rewarm 

it. Once the tissue is frozen, the major harm has been done. Keeping it frozen for a longer period of 

time will not cause significant additional damage. 

Overview: 

 Do not rub the area. 

 Gently rewarm the area by blowing warm air onto the area, placing the area against a warm body 

part, or placing the affected area into warm (101 - 108 degrees F) water for several minutes. 

 If not absolutely certain that the tissue will stay warm after rewarming, do not rewarm it. 

Refreezing newly thawed frostbitten tissue can cause extensive tissue damage! 

 If a person is also suffering from hypothermia, the first concern is core rewarming. 

Details: The following describes the management of frostbite relative to severity. 

 Frostnip - Rewarm the area gently by blowing warm air onto the area or placing it against a 

warm body part or place in a warm (101 degrees - 108 degrees F) water bath for several 

minutes. Never rub the area. This can damage the affected tissue by increasing the friction on 

the ice crystals in the cell, causing tearing of the tissue. 

 Superficial frostbite - If a small area is involved, it can be treated the same as indicated for 

frostnip; if it is a larger area, follow the management for deep frostbite. 

 Deep frostbite - Rewarm by removing restrictive clothing and immersing the affected body part 

in a water bath of 105 degrees - 110 degrees F for 25-40 minutes. Refer deeply frostbitten 

athletes to the emergency room. Do not rewarm the tissue unless absolutely certain that it will 

stay warm after rewarming. 

 

Prevention 
The best method of management is prevention. 

 Dress in layers. 

 Cover the head to prevent excessive heat loss from the head and neck. 

 Stay dry by wearing a wicking fabric next to the body and a breathable, water repellent outer 

layer. 

 Stay adequately hydrated. 

 Eat regular meals. 

 Avoid alcohol, caffeine and nicotine. 

 Educate participants, coaches, officials and administrators in recognition of cold-related illnesses. 

 Consider cancellation of athletic events if weather conditions warrant. 

 If unsure whether an athlete is hypothermic, err on the side of caution and treat accordingly. 

Figure 1: Wind Chill Index 



 
 

Information gathered from: http://www.uiltexas.org/health/info/cold-weather-illness 


